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Editorials

Randomized controlled trials, evidence-based
medicine and India

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is the new mantra. It aims to apply best available
evidence gained by scientific methods to clinical decision-making. It attempts to
assess the quality of the evidence and ranks its sources (e.g. meta-analysis, systematic
reviews, randomized controlled trials [RCT], cohort designs, case–control studies,
case series and conventional wisdom). It has changed medical research and practice.
Nevertheless, its widespread acceptance and use also raise many questions.

The evidence fades

Antipsychotic medication (e.g. chlorpromazine, haloperidol) were effective in treating
schizophrenia and were the established standards during the second half of the 20th
century.1 Many large well-designed RCTs in the 1990s demonstrated the efficacy of
new compounds (e.g. risperidone, olanzapine, etc.) in the treatment of schizophrenia.2

These new drugs soon became the new standard. The psychiatric fraternity embraced
these wonder drugs, with their proven impact on previously intractable negative
symptoms and disabling cognitive deficits. Their widespread prescription and use
resulted in fortunes for their manufacturers.

A decade after the new drugs became the established standards, contrary reports
started to appear. Large, well-designed studies showed that the older antipsychotics
performed as well as the newer medication.3 The older drugs cost less and provided
better quality of life.4 Yet, the use of the newer and more expensive medication
continues as standard. Similarly, the use of antidepressant medication as a panacea for
all depression has been recently challenged.5 Their role in mild-to-moderate depression
has been questioned and the more recent guidelines do not recommend pharmacological
interventions for these conditions.6

The evidence is not generalizable

RCTs are the cornerstone EBM. Yet, the results of a single RCT or a systematic review
of many trials provides evidence about the efficacy of treatments (i.e. ‘The treatment
works somewhere’) without necessarily providing evidence of effectiveness in clinical
practice (i.e. ‘The treatment works widely’).7 Extrapolating or generalizing knowledge
gained from RCTs to other individuals and to many different settings is problematic
as it requires much more evidence, which is often unavailable.

The evidence for efficacy (‘Can it work?’), effectiveness (‘Does it work in practice?’)
and efficiency (‘Is it worth it?’) has been discussed in the literature.8 Most randomized
trials test for efficacy in ideal situations with their detailed protocols, carefully selected
patients, absence of comorbid conditions, placebo controls, good treatment compliance
and intensive follow-up. These ideals are rarely available in routine clinical practice with
its poor diagnostic accuracy, provider conformity to guidelines, patient compliance and
coverage. The few studies that have examined effectiveness reveal results very different
from the original seminal investigations.9–11
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The Hawthorne effect

There are many examples of efficacy trials comparing interventions with ‘usual care’,
which have shown improvements for specific treatments.12–14 However, much of the
success may be due to the Hawthorne effect, which would reduce after the study and
hence not be replicable in real-life situations.15 Often the patient care received in the
experimental arm exceeds that received in the ‘treatment-as-usual’ arm. The motivational
response of the subjects is due to the interest, care and attention received through
observation and assessment rather than due to the specific intervention. The inability
to implement mental health programmes in low- and middle-income countries, despite
the success of model programmes and randomized trials, also argues for such effect,
in addition, to the inability to generalize the methodology and outcomes to the real
world.16

The cost of generating evidence

EBM, with its rigorous methodology, has some unintended effects. It is now not
possible to generate good evidence without substantial financial support. Competitive
funding for research makes it difficult to get grants for replicating studies in different
contexts making effectiveness trials rare. Pharmaceutical companies with their
‘unlimited’ funds focus on efficacy studies in ideal conditions. Independently funded
trials are uncommon. There is evidence of higher probability that industry-sponsored
trials suggest superiority of the new treatments in comparison to trials supported by
independently funded research.17 Many research studies which have shown reduced
effectiveness of the so-called new standard treatments were carried out by independent
agencies.3,4 Cherry-picking data to publish positive results while suppressing
uncomfortable truths is not uncommon. While attempts at regulation and registration
of trials have made an impact,18 much more needs to be done.

The shortage of new drugs in the drug development pipeline has not prevented the
pharmaceutical industry from tweaking existing molecules and demonstrating
comparable efficacy with the original products. The use of non-inferiority equivalence
trials, with their less rigorous methodology, aides such endeavours. The new variants
are introduced as patented new treatments priced at much higher cost. Efficacy studies,
without concomitant investigations related to effectiveness and efficiency, are employed
to sell them as the latest advance to physicians, patients and the general population.

Can we trust the evidence?

The biases, discrepancies and conflicts of interest and their impact on the evidence
have been discussed in the literature.19–21 False-positive results, small samples,
publication bias, supra-optimal experimental interventions, poor choice of comparators,
exclusion of severe and treatment-resistant cases, weaknesses in design, protocol
violations, post hoc choice for outcome definitions, measures and subgroup analysis,
poor follow-up, high dropouts, ghost writing and guest authorship plague the field.

The Indian context

India with its vast population, expanding middle-class, increasing private health sector
and its army of trained healthcare professionals is a goldmine. Pharmaceutical
powerhouses spend small fortunes in educating, advertising and selling their new
products without investing in studies to prove their effectiveness in the Indian context.
The Indian medical and research establishments and leaders are also willing to do
efficacy studies for western/international funders knowing that effectiveness trials in
the diverse contexts and difficult Indian environment are not a viable financial option
nor are the results generalizable to the average Indian context. Different comorbid
conditions, nutritional status and possible biological variation between international
and Indian settings are dismissed as trivial. Issues related to poor infrastructure,
overburdened public health systems, staffing, diagnostic accuracy, protocol and
guideline compliance and patient adherence between ideal and real-world practice are
ignored. Cost-effectiveness and efficiency studies are even rarer.

On the other hand, open-labelled trials, ‘seeding trials’ to gain physician confidence,
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free medication samples for physician use, sponsored seminars in exotic locations are
commonly used to introduce physicians to new products. The indiscriminate use of
newer antibiotics is an example of profits for all involved pharmaceuticals, physicians
and pharmacists; at the cost of the individual and nation’s health. The focus on efficacy
without any concern for efficiency is the norm. Physicians are also under pressure to
appear to keep up with international medical literature and prescribe the latest
medication proven efficacious but without any regard for evidence of effectiveness
and efficiency in the Indian context.

The debate

Many practical issues have been debated in the literature. Should we prioritize
effectiveness trials of new interventions before licensing them for routine use? Should
we mandate the need for efficiency trials in low- and middle-income countries before
we accept the most recent but exorbitantly priced interventions? Many fundamental
issues have also been highlighted: Do many scientific studies generate noise rather
than signals as believed? Are the statistically significant early studies outliers, which
take years to reveal their true selves? Are the dramatic early results due to publication
bias? Should we continue to believe in Karl Popper’s logic that truth can be established
by a single experiment? Are our scientific theories fleeting fads, which will ultimately
be rejected? Do these reduced effects over time suggest a decline in the illusion? Why
do we continue to believe in initial dramatic results despite the rigorous demonstration
of the limited impact and reduced effect sizes of these interventions? Do we tweak our
results to make them congruent with our beliefs? Do our beliefs shape our perceptions?
Why do we refuse to let go of older but false beliefs, which were sensible and appeared
as truth during their time?

While rational evaluation of evidence is crucial to medicine, evidence can also be
a tool for institutional control and policy.22 EBM is now increasingly being used to
oversee individual physicians and the practice of medicine, altering the balance of
power among physicians, payers, providers and patients. EBM helps promote this shift
in power, facilitates the work of medical managers and increases the control of
pharmaceutical and health industry, third-party payers and patients while reducing the
discretion and autonomy of physicians. In the past the authority of doctors prevented
questioning of their clinical choices but, with EBM, physicians will have to justify
their decisions, thereby reducing the clinical discretion of doctors. Clinical insights,
experience and contextual understanding have given way to data-driven efficacy trials
with little regard for effectiveness and efficiency. The need for huge financial
investments to generate EBM data will necessarily imply that those with financial
influence will control the medical research and agenda for practice.

The ideals of the EBM movement hoped that better information would lead to
improved decision-making, medical practice and health policy. However, the technical
approaches advocated by EBM are not necessarily value-neutral nor above specific
interests and interest groups.22 Medicine is politics writ large and the health sector is
a powerful player in national economies. The issues related to nature of evidence,
efficacy, effectiveness, efficiency, safety and quality of life are complex. However, the
technical language of EBM can cover major political disputes and conflicts of interest.
While EBM exposed issues related to physician expertise and self-interest, we should
also be aware that technical fixes do not necessarily avoid political conflicts related
to income, turf and goals of medicine and policy. The politics of expertise and evidence
has become more complex.

Clinical practice is multifaceted and complicated. The simplistic dichotomy ‘Is my
practice evidence-based?’ does not do justice to the issues related to the care of
individual patients in specific contexts.23 Decisions in medical practice should also take
into consideration the context: Identified clinical, psychological, social and economic
problems, additional medical diagnoses and risks, drug interactions and patient
perspectives. Can quantitative and statistical examination with their uni-dimensional
perspectives be comprehensive in evaluating multifaceted doctor–patient encounters?
The complex issues also mandate additional qualitative and comprehensive evaluations.
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EBM has advanced scientific research and medical practice. However, the
mechanical use of the suggested technical fixes covers up many under-currents.
Financial interests and sponsorship trumps CONSORT guidelines and GRADE
assessments; efficacy in ideal conditions trounces the need for effectiveness and
efficiency evaluations in the context of practice. The contemporary confusion calls for
a nuanced understanding of concerns and a more enlightened approach to health and
healthcare.
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